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About This Game

The wild west just got a lot more wild.

Fight off steam-powered machines literally bent on destroying you. Use your arsenal of modified western weapons to fight
back, using abilities such as shields and slow motion to get the upper hand. Use Room-Scale VR to duck and dive behind cover
(you may even find yourself rolling and army crawling around to avoid fire). The weapons at your disposal range from scoped

revolver snipers to gatling rifles.

Current Progress

6 varied weapons - Double Barrel Sawed Off Shotgun, Lever Action Rifle, Gatling Rifle, Scoped Revolver Sniper Rifle,
Heavy Pistol, Rapid Fire Pistol

2 Abilities - Wrist Shield (expands when activated, recharges after taking too much damage), Slow Motion (Dodge
enemy fire and line up your shots)

2 Enemies - Small Grunt, Large Golem

1 Location - Town Main Street

Work in Progress
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More Weapons - At least 3 more weapons, 1 pistol and two shotguns, as well as throwables like dynamite, knives, and
tomahawks

More Locations - Moving train (fight off steam-powered bandits), Large cage dome (captured by the machine leader,
survive as long as you can. May have VS multiplayer later as well)

More Enemies - New enemies for each location

More Abilities - Based on locations

Revision of Current Assets - Making the weapons and scenery look more steampunk

Development/Community

Development is sometimes streamed at http://www.twitch.tv/nixtwiz
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Title: Cogs and Cowboys
Genre: Action, Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
MostWanted Game Development
Publisher:
MostWanted Game Development
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel® i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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This game is absolutely bang on the das kapital for being created by a single man in his bedroom. The amount of content
available and the quality of the graphics is brilliant considering the game is compacted into 250mbs. I love the authentic
uniforms used by the British Royalists and the steam punk zeppelin setup, the gameplay is very fluid and works well on release
which is a nice change from allot of games I have bought recently that have been broke on release. There is still room for
improvement though, I would like the option to issue movement orders to a single troop and have him carry them out while I
swap to another unit and do the same with him. It would be also handy to have some sort of mini map so I could know the
general direction in which to send my troops. In all the game is great though and I hope to have many hours of fun. If you would
like to see some footage check The King of Funk on youtube doing his thing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNIMy-
CPY9s. Bad! i did not like it way to many bugs lagy and boring no good pictures missleding WANT MY MONEY BACK
STEAM. You'll definitely like this game if you like choose your own adventure games, or just adventure games in general.
Going through the story once hasn't taken me more than 2 hours, but don't let that make you think this game is small-- it's
packed with tons of different paths to take in the storyline, with each path revealing a different part of the story. I found myself
replaying to piece together the whole picture, favoring some characters over others to get new information out of them. If you
find yourself having trouble committing to a long video game, or forgetting where you are in the game, Dyscourse might be a
good match for you, as it was for me.

Additionally, the style of the game is beautiful and very quirky, and the colors are a nice balance of saturated and subdued. Very
easy to look at for long periods of time if you find yourself playing for hours on end. Music adds a lot to the mood of each
scene, and the writing is smart and charming. Pay close attention to what you read! And choose wisely. ;)

Overall: Buy this game. Throw your money at it. Play it forever.
ALSO: There's a cute cat with fluffy ears in the game. Do it for the cat.. If you aren't willing to buy stuff in game you will not
be able to compete in this game it is a good game if u can throw your wallets at it for 30 to 50 secs battle it is about 2$ to 4$
depends on ur setups and builds...
This a war game and not dormant so if u are looking for free to play pass time avoid this game..
The game is visually appealing the new stuff u might unlock may become useless to u usable within 2 weeks of launch like new
ships and all. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Wish that were more VR games like this; Asyncronous games that you can play
locally with your friends while in VR. Great game, gets tricky later on but it's a fine example of a VR arcade game.. I'd have
rather watched a gameplay instead of trying to find where the game devs thought it was logical to go. For a person who got used
to games with bigger interactivity, it was frustrating all the way. Can't put myself to finish it.
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Well,well,another tower defense game, now with graphics copied from castle defense & kingdom rush. Wise choice devs, many
gamers love this kind of game and me including.. Nice point and click adventure game with unique presentation. Very short
though, can be completed in 10 minutes. (long time is because I left it idle for no actual reason). This game is a fantastic single
player experience but the online is very dead.... A lot of people don't seem to like this game. (I guess if you expect platforming
and controls similar to Supermeat Boy, that could be a problem.)

This is a fun little game that reminds me of Commander Keen (sans pogo stick) and a little of Metroid for some reason.

If you want a game that lets you brag about how sooper-1337 you are, don't buy this. If you just want a fun casual game, give
this a shot!. The controls limited the experience, leaving you feeling overwhelmed and too slow to react to the enemies. Maybe
it's just me that can't bear the stiffness of the controls, but for me this issue made me give up very soon. This apart, the concept
is very interesting and funny. This could be a much better game.. The lake is good BUT!! there is a place between 2 small
islands where you added some strong ambience .. some birds and insects .. I do not remember .. BUT those ambience NEVER
stops and its a bit annoying and unrealistic. They do not cry the same thing forever all the time .. Sounds thenselves are really
nice but .. some moderation should be in order ... Casually walking around talking with a friend on discord completely unawares
of anything. Instantly dead. No idea where it came from or how it found me but nope, just nope. Never squealed like a pig
before but I did today! Now excuse me as I change my underwear. Snow moto racing freedom is a twin stick racing game.
Controls are simple with boost, and one button used to trigger handbreak\/fast turn\/air rotation\/reverse, and the use of the right
stick is for avatar stunts. Performing stunts will refill the boost, even while you're driving and boosting at the same time,
although stunts forces slower turning. Releasing the gas in sharp turns provides more control over movement, and I've used it in
conjunction with releasing the left stick - timing is everything. The avatar can lean forward or back with the same left steering
stick which affects the whole sled and wheelies are easy to do too. The game is great and supports local multiplayer to crush
your friends in.

SMRF is worth picking up and playing with friends even if your not a fan of racing games in general.
. Great Time-Killer, if you like Nickervision games like Ding Dong XL, Orbt XL ect. and Retro Music. I'ts for you.
I like the customizable map design, so you can make your own patterns. Can't wait for more songs and online Leaderboards.
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